Honor Roll Guidelines

Immaculata will compile and publish an honor roll list at the end of first quarter, first semester, and third quarter. We wish to recognize those who have achieved this level of acuity and celebrate their performance. The list is comprised of those students who have all A’s as their final average at the time the list is created. Thus, it will look as follows:

Quarter 1: All A’s in all subjects  
Semester 1: All A’s in all subjects (this averages in the midterm exam)  
Quarter 3: All A’s in all subjects  
Final Average: All A’s in all subjects for a final average (found by averaging both semesters together, which includes both the midterm and final exam grades)

Midterm exams are weighted differently for each grade level.  
8th Midterm exam(25%) + Q1(37.5%) + Q2(37.5%) = S1  
7th Midterm exam(20%) + Q1(40%) + Q2(40%) = S1  
6th Midterm exam(15%) + Q1(42.5%) + Q2(42.5%) = S1